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Nectar 

"Novel Nectar"

Everything on the racks and shelves at this family run business is unique

and one-of-a-kind with a nod towards California nostalgia and style. The

shop features mostly women's clothing and accessories, like scarves,

tops, dresses, skirts and jewelry. A number of trendy and comfortable

shoes can also be found among the racks. The other location in Redlands

has fashion for both men and women while their other store Seed,

presents hipster clothes for toddlers and tykes.

 +1 909 626 7600  www.nectarclothing.com/  319 West First Street, Claremont CA
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DeeLux 

"Dee-Lightful"

DeeLux has two locations, one in Santa Ana and this one in the heart of

Claremont Village (downtown Claremont). Inside the shop, visitors are

busy perusing the racks while others are trading in or selling their former

wardrobe for something new. As a buy, sell or trade store, the bargains

that customers find are constant, from jackets, tops, pants, scarves, hats,

shoes, and much more, you will not leave empty handed.

 +1 909 399 0721  mydeelux.com/  224 Yale Avenue, Claremont CA
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Abercrombie & Fitch Outlet 

"Classic Contemporary Outfits"

Abercrombie & Fitch serves as one of the top brands offering quality

casual wear for men and women. Abercrombie & Fitch Outlet at the

Ontario Mills Mall stocks up male and female clothing in the latest styles

and trends. From classic cuts to contemporary outfits, and you'll find a

great selection and some attractive bargains at this outlet store.

 +1 909 484 8223  www.abercrombie.com/shop/wd/clo

thing-stores/US/Ontario/CA/10956

 1 Mills Circle, Ontario Mills, Ontario CA
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